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Introduction to Competition Law 
 

 
Why competition law and policy? 

 

 

Introduction 
KEY POINTS:  

• Main conduct that is regulated is conduct harmful to the competitive process 
• Before and after the fact regulation 

o Before is better, hard to unscramble the egg 
• How do you balance competing objectives of competition law? 
• What is the role of the market? 
• Businesses compete over customers and market share in order to maximise profits 
• Natural monopoly: most efficient to have one firm in the market 
• We need to regulate because of market failures 

Spectrum of competition 
• Monopoly 
• Oligopoly 

o Australia has lots of oligopolies (airlines, banks, supermarkets etc) 
• Workable competition 
• Perfect competition 

CCA s 2 
KEY POINTS:  
Object of this Act 

• The object of this Act is to enhance the welfare of Australians through the promotion of competition and fair trading 
and provision for consumer protection. 

Class Notes:  
• What is meant by welfare? 

o Economic 
o Social 

• How does fair trading and consumer protection relate to competition? 

Whish and Bailey, Competition Law 1–15 
KEY POINTS:  

• CL consists of rules that aim to protect the process of competition in order to maximise consumer welfare 
• Central concern is that a firm or firms with market power are able, in various ways, to harm consumer welfare 

Practices controlled by competition law 
• Anti-competitive agreements 

o Only lawful if they have a redeeming virtue (such as the enhancement of economic efficiency) 
o Examples include cartel agreements to fix prices (horizontal agreement) 
o Vertical agreement: supplier of goods instructs retailers not to resell at less than a certain price 

§ Less likely to harm competition than horizontal agreements 
• Abusive behaviour 

o Dominant firm reducing prices to drive out competitors 
• Mergers 

o Avoiding monopolies 
• Public restraints on competition  

o Recommending the removal of unduly harsh restraints 
Theory of competition 

• Competition: the process of rivalry between firms seeking to win customers’ business over time 
Benefits of perfect competition 

• The core benefits include 
o Lower prices 
o Better products 
o Wider choice 
o Greater efficiency 

• Allocative efficiency 
o Perfect competition allows for an allocation of goods in such a way that it is not possible to make anyone 

better off without making someone else worse off 
o Consumer surplus is at its largest 

§ The net gain to a consumer when buying a product 
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o Price equals marginal cost 
§ Cost here includes a sufficient profit margin 

o Allocative efficiency is achieved because the producer expands production so long as it is profitable to do so 
§ Only once the cost of production (marginal cost) exceeds the price it would obtain (marginal revenue) 

will it cease expansion 
• Productive efficiency 

o As little of society’s wealth is expended in the production process as possible 
§ Because goods/services are produced at the lowest cost possible 

o This is achieved because a producer is unable to sell above cost 
• Dynamic efficiency (Wendy thinks this is a strong point) 

o Producers are more likely to innovate as part of the battle for consumer loyalty 
o This is questionable, there may be no room to innovate and innovation may be left to the free-wheeling 

monopolist 
Questioning the theory of perfect competition 

• It requires unrealistic expectations such as 
o Infinite buyers/sellers 
o Homogenous products 
o Perfect information 
o No externalities or barriers to entry 

• Restrictions on competition may be beneficial 
o Firms which are forced to keep costs low because of competition may skimp on safety 
o So less competition may not pressure firms into cutting corners 

Daniel A Crane, ‘Rationales for Antitrust: Economics and Other Bases’ in Roger D Blair and D Daniel Sokol (eds), The 
Oxford Handbook of International Antitrust Economics: Volume 1 (Oxford University Press, 2015) 3–12  
KEY POINTS:  

• Three ways to answer what the purposes of antitrust laws are 
o Descriptive question 

§ Look to history to see who the beneficiaries have been 
o Rationale question 

§ Look to the legislative intent 
o Engage in a free-form debate about the role of competition and monopoly 

• Crane takes the approach of a normative perspective 
o What should be the purposes of antitrust law? 

Who are the intended beneficiaries? 
• Conflicts in answers to this question 

o Founding era of US antitrust law 
§ Assumption that controlling monopoly would benefit consumers and shareholders 

• However, shareholders and consumers may have opposing interests 
• In modern antitrust law, consumer interests are placed at the high end of beneficiaries (see CCA s 2) 

o But there is little discussion as to how to resolve a clash between competing interests of consumers 
Efficiency and fairness 

• Economists begin with an assumption that competition forces pricing at marginal cost 
• When firms engage in anticompetitive conduct, the market is disrupted, and firms can raise prices above competitive 

levels 
o Customers with elastic demand will forgo purchasing the expensive goods 

§ This creates output reduction and deadweight loss 
§ Producers have to cut production to sustain the price increase (to maintain allocative efficiency) 

• Resources are put to their second-best use, diminishing social utility 
o Customers with inelastic demand will continue to purchase, transferring wealth to the producers 

§ Wealth transfer is hard to map normatively 
§ Economists have no advantage in answering whether wealth transfer is problematic 

• Reallocation of wealth from consumers to producers is not obviously inefficient 
§ This goes more to the question of public perception 

• Public do not like conglomerates 
• Antitrust law therefore helps create a normative baseline 

§ Should antitrust law have moral content? 
Two clashes 

• In two scenarios, the effects of anticompetitive behaviour will cut in different directions 
o The choice between competing existential visions of antitrust may become important 

• Scenario One 
o Conduct that generates wealth transfers from consumers to producers even while lessening deadweight losses 

by expanding output 
§ One example of conduct that does this is price discrimination 
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Types of Exclusive Dealing Conduct 

 

• Stock at least 20 titles from A’s cookbook range 
o Product tying/full-line forcing 
o s 47(2)(a)+(d);(3)(a)+(d) – (d) by implication  

• Stock A’s other travel-related books, but B will get a discount of 10% on all of A’s books it stocks and more favourable 
credit terms 

o Bundling (product exclusivity) (ACCC v Baxter) (s 47(2)(c)+(d);(3)(c)+(d)) 
o This is not tying/forcing because there is choice, if you don’t take the offer  

• Buy stationary products from D to sell in B’s bookstore 
o Third-line forcing (s 47(6)(a);(7)(a)) 

• Not discount the books by more than 10% less than the RRP 
o Retail price maintenance (s 48) 

Notes:  
•  

Class Notes: 
• s 47 can be categorised in a number of ways 

o Supply or acquisition 
o Positive or negative 
o Type of restriction 

§ Product 
§ Customer 
§ Territorial 

o Who benefits from the restriction 
§ Business imposing the restriction 
§ Third party 

Alex Bruce, Australian Competition Law (LexisNexis Butterworths, 2nd ed, 2013) 173–81, 184–86  
KEY POINTS:  

• s 47 prohibits product, customer and territorial restrictions 
Product restrictions 

• Supplier A supplies or offers to supply goods to B on the condition that B will not acquire goods or services from a 
competitor (s 47(2)(d)) 

• A supplies or offers to supply to B on condition that B will acquire products from a third party (s 47(6)) 
• A acquires or offers to acquire products from B on condition that B will not supply anything to any person (s 47(4)(b)) 
• A refuses to supply to B for the reason that B has not agreed to accept a restraint on its ability to deal with the product 

(s 47(3)(d)) 
• A refuses to acquire products from B for the reason that B has supplied or has not agreed not to supply products (s 

47(5)(b)); or 
• A refuses to supply to B for the reason that B has not acquired product from a third party (s 47(7)) 

Customer restrictions 
• A supplies or offers to supply to B on condition that B will not re-supply the product B acquired from a competitor of 

A (s 47(2)(e)) 
• A supplies or offers to supply to be on condition that B will not re-supply the product to a particular persons or class 

of persons (s 47(2)(f)(i)) 
• A refuses to supply to B for the reason that B has resupplied products acquired from A’s competitor (s 47(3)(e)) 
• A refuses to supply to B for the reason that B has resupplied products acquired from A to any person or to particular 

persons or classes of persons (s 47(3)(f)(i)); or 
• A refuses to acquire products from B for the reason that B supplied products to particular persons/classes (s 47(5)(c)) 

Territorial restrictions 
• A supplies or offers to supply to B on condition that B will not resupply in particular places/classes of places (s 

47(2)(f)(ii)) 
• A refuses to supply to B for the reason that B has resupplied in particular places/classes of places (s 47(3)(f)(ii)) 
• A acquires or offers to acquire products from B on condition that B will not supply the products in particular 

places/classes of places (s 47(4)(d)); or 
• A refuses to acquire products from B for the reason that B has supplied in particular places/classes (s 47(5)(d)) 

Positive and negative conduct 
• Positive conduct 

o Involves supply or acquisition upon a restrictive condition (ss 47(2), (4), (6) and (8)) 
• Negative conduct 

o Involves refusal to supply or acquire because of the failure to do so or to accept a restrictive condition (ss 
47(3), (5), (7) and (9)) 

Product forcing and tying 
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• Certain forms of exclusive dealing are referred to as full/third-line forcing or product tying 
• KAM Nominees v Australian Guarantee Corporation 

o For s 47(6) to apply, the requirement that acquirer from the third-line forcing ‘will’ acquire goods/services(??) 
• Full-line forcing/product tying 

o Company A wants to buy pens from B 
o B is happy to sell pens but also wants to increase its ink sales 
o B decides to create a market for ink by tying the sale of ink to the pens 
o B agrees to supply pens to A on the condition that A will also buy the ink from B 
o Here, the pen is the tying product and the ink is the tied product 

• Third-line forcing 
o B agrees to sell pens to A on the condition that it also buys ink from C 

Forms of exclusivity 
• ss 47(2)–(9) describe five basic forms of exclusive dealing conduct 

o Product exclusivity 
o Customer exclusivity 
o Territorial exclusivity 
o Third-line forcing 
o Conduct involving interests in leases and licences of land 

Product exclusivity 
• Reasons why suppliers would want to impose restrictions in relation to the supply of their products 

o To prevent customers from buying a competitor’s goods or services, thus reducing or eliminating inter-brand 
competition 

o To require customers to buy all or most of their stock from the supplier (requirements contracts) 
o To require customers to buy more than one product in the same transaction (bundling) 
o To require customers to buy products from a third party with whom the supplier has a commercial relationship 

(third-line forcing) 
Reducing or eliminating inter-brand competition  

• ACCC v Eurong Beach Resort 
o E owned and operated a barge transporting passengers to Fraser Island (QLD) 
o This was the only such service until a rival company came into competition with E 
o E entered into contracts with customers to offer discounts on barge services if the customers did not use the 

rival service 
o FCA: E breached ss 45, 46 and 47 
o However, this was not product tying or forcing 
o Here, E engaged in the practice of exclusive dealing because it gave a discount in relation to the supply of 

transportation services (s 47(2)(c)) on the condition that customers did not acquire services from the rival 
company (s 47(2)(d)) 

• In that case, E was clearly attempting to damage the rival’s competitive position by offering the discount, therefore 
diminishing inter-brand competition 

• ACCC v FILA Sport Oceania 
o F wholesaled sports clothes that were licenced by five AFL teams 

§ Two types of clothes: on field and team spirit 
o Some clothing retailers also sold ‘on field’ to the public 
o F competed with other wholesalers of both on field and team spirit clothing 
o AFL restructured their licencing agreement and only wholesalers of ‘on field’ clothing would be licensed to 

provide both types 
o F implemented a ‘selective distribution policy’: only wholesale on field clothing to retailers on condition that 

those retailers did not stock team spirit clothing provided by other retailers 
o FCA: breach of s 47(2)(d) 
o Here, F engaged in the practice of exclusive dealing because it supplied or offered to supply ‘on field’ clothing 

to retailers on condition that those retailers did not also acquire ‘team spirit’ clothing from competitors of F 
o IN HYPO, INSERT CONDUCT INTO THE WORDS OF THE ACT 

Requirements contracts 
• O’Brien Glass v Cool & Sons 

o O manufactured and wholesaled windscreens, had the largest share of the NSW wholesale market 
o In Wagga, O also retailed and fitted windscreens 
o C also retailed and fitted windscreens in Wagga 
o O administered a wholesale discount program, offering retailers different discounts on the wholesale price of 

different windscreens 
§ FCAFC: O breached s 47(1) because it had the general practice of giving and offering to give to 

retailers discounts of 45–50% on the condition that each retailer would purchase all of the 
substantial majority of its purchases from O 

Bundling 
• Suppliers sometimes attempt to bundle two separate products 
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§ Not given due weight in petrol retailing or other retail forms in large cities 
o Duration of the ties 

§ Short ties have been found objectionable in Ford 
Strategic restraints on competition 

• Vertical restraints can be used to exclude firms already within the industry by raising their costs 
• The conditions necessary for such a strategy to be successful are the same as those needed to raise barriers to entry 
• A firm uses market power to institute a vertical restraint 

o The restraint increases rivals’ costs by more than the increase of the firm’s costs 
o The result is that rivals are forced to reduce output or to leave the industry 

Class Notes: 
• Vertical restraints is both a structural and conduct issue 
• For exclusive dealing, two elements of the market structure are important 

o Nature of any formal relationships that restrict firms from acting independently (QMCA #5) 
o Height of barriers to entry (QCMA #2) 

§ Whether a vertical restraint raises barriers at the manufacturing level, need three conditions 
• Manufacturer must have some monopoly power independent of the restraint 
• Existence of barriers at the retailing level 

o Otherwise the new manufacturer could replicate a distribution mechanism  
• The contract/agreement must be of long duration or preclude the distributor from moving 

directly to a competitor on termination 
o 2–3 years 

ACCC v Baxter Healthcare Pty Ltd (2008) 170 FCR 16  
FACTS:  

• B was the only manufacturer in Australia of sterile fluids, and the main manufacturer of PD fluids 
• PD fluids, however, were expose to real import competition 
• In the tender process B bundled PD with sterile fluids, effectively saying that if you want our sterile fluids (which you 

can’t really get anywhere else), you need to also buy our PD fluids (which you can get elsewhere) 
• B also offered prohibitively high ‘item-by-item’ prices (high PD and high sterile fluids) so that the only real choice 

was to buy the bundle 
• ACCC: the bundling of PD products with the ‘monopoly’ sterile fluids by B in its tenders eliminated the rival PD 

suppliers from effective competition as they did not wish to/could not compete with B in the supply of sterile fluids 
• ACCC: the conduct also harmed the actual and potential competition in the PD fluids market, namely two foreign 

entities through their Australian subsidiaries, F and G 
ISSUE: 

• Did the bundling amount to B engaging in the practice of exclusive dealing? 
• Did it have the effect of SLC? 

HOLDING:  
•  

REASONING: Mansfield J 
• The agreement represented a significant proportion of the market, such that the ability to affect the States’ tender 

processes was to lessen competition in a meaningful way 
 

• There is no dispute that B’s impugned conduct amount to conduct that fell within s 47(2) 
o Its alternative offer strategy included offering to supply sterile fluids and PD fluids on the condition that the 

relevant SPAs would not acquire PD fluids from any competitor of B in the PD fluids market 
• Its conduct contravened s 47(1) provided it also came within s 47(10) 

o That depends on whether the conduct had the purpose of SLC, or had or was likely to have the effect of SLC 
o ACCC: B had the purpose of substantially preventing, hindering or lessening competition in the Australia-

wide PD fluids market by eliminating FG as competitors and deterring potential suppliers from engaging in 
competitive conduct 

• There are lots of factual reasons to support ACCC’s allegations 
• There are two ‘levels’ at which the conduct and purpose might be examined: 

o First: at a relatively high level of generality and long range time period 
§ This involves considering issues such as viability of FG’s entry into the market 

o Second: focused on the tender process as the chosen competitive process 
§ This does not involve a direct examination of the high level matters, rather it is to examine the 

purpose and effect of the conduct on the operation of the tender process as the mechanism chosen by 
SPAs as buyers for them to buy goods in the market 

• Trial judge’s finding re purpose 
o Purpose was to structure the bids in a way to prevent rival bidders for PD products from being able to put 

forward bids that were realistically competitive, by the existence of credible alternative high item-by-item 
pricing 
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o The purpose was to ensure that the competitive process of the tender process would not bring about 
realistically competitive bids for PD products by tying or bundling PD products to sterile fluids 

Baxter’s notice of contention 
• The real issue (of B’s) is whether it was legitimate to look at immediate, as opposed to longer term, effects of the 

impugned conduct on the market 
o Whether the competitive process could properly be identified as it stood at the particular time of the tenders 

and the impairment of competition assessed at that time 
• Primary judge was correct to look at the purpose and effect of B’s conduct by reference to the tender process and their 

potential/actual outcomes 
o The focus of s 47(2) relates to particular transactional behaviour by a market participant 
o s 47(1) directs attention to the purpose or effect of the exclusive dealing: does it have the effect of SLC? 

• Look to the purpose or effect of the impugned conduct upon competition in the market for the supply of PD fluids 
o B sought to cut its competitors out of the opportunity to supply PD fluids to the SPAs (a significant part of 

the market) 
• The immediate competition in the market for the supply of PD fluids at the time of the conduct was for the opportunity 

to supply the SPAs 
o That competition was affected by B’s exclusive dealing 
o It was B’s purpose to do so: it wanted to win the competition in the market by exclusive dealing, making its 

competitors’ tenders realistically unacceptable to the SPAs by its bundling and alternative offer strategy 
• In answering whether B’s conduct had the quality described in s 47(10), there is no reason to exclude the immediate 

effect of the impugned conduct from consideration of whether the purpose/effect of SLC  
• The exclusive dealing did not end with the tenders, it extended into entering into the agreements 

o The entry into the sole supply agreements was the perfection of B’s intention to secure that part of the 
market to itself by its exclusive dealing 

• Whether exclusive dealing does SLC is a complex issue of fact to be decided in each case upon the whole of the 
evidence 

• [247] Baxter’s alternative offer strategy was to hinder or prevent Gambro and Fresenius from being able to compete in 
the tender processes of the SPAs and to secure that part of the market then on offer to itself.  Its purpose, to 
paraphrase in terms of s 47(10) and s 47(13), was to lessen the competition in the tender processes by making 
its rivals’ tenders unacceptable to the SPAs on economic grounds so as to restrict or limit the opportunity for 
Gambro and Fresenius to supply, or being likely to supply, PD fluids to the SPAs.  The effect or likely effect of 
Baxter’s conduct was that it would be awarded the contracts over the tenders of Gambro and Fresenius.  Its 
alternative offer strategy achieved its purpose and had that effect. 

Class Notes: 
• Court looked at the national supply and the conduct of the tender process 
• The competition occurred in the tender process 
• Supply to SPAs constituted a significant part of the market 
• B sought to cut competitors out of the market 
• Court: B’s purpose was to LC by making their rivals’ tenders unacceptable on economic grounds 
• Was it substantial? 

o Yes, because the supply to SPAs was such an important part of the market 

Universal Music Australia Pty Ltd v ACCC (2003) 131 FCR 529  
FACTS:  

• 30/7/1998, Copyright Act 1968 (Cth) was amended and removed the prohibition on the importation of sound recordings 
without the consent of Australian copyright owners/licensees 

o The effect of this was that Australian wholesalers and retailers of CDs could acquire stock from other countries 
o Retailers were no longer limited to purchasing CDs from Australian sources 

• U (then P) and W ceased to supply certain retailers who imported from overseas 
o Also made it known that they might not supply other retailers 

ISSUE: 
•  

HOLDING:  
•  

REASONING:  
[20]–[22] The market 

• U and W are major Australian distributors of recorded music 
• In 1998 P (predecessor to U) had 17.6% and W had 16% market share for wholesale recorded music 

o At the time, Sony had 25%, EMI 17% and BMG 7% 
• These major companies sold to retailers, not directly to consumers 

[34]–[35] Definition: function and geography 
• The relevant market was the wholesale market for recorded music in Australia 
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• An important characteristic of the market was that more than 70% of recorded music sold in Australia originated 
overseas, so it was important for each major record company to have access to a worldwide catalogue 

[238]–[274] The competition test 
• It is necessary to determine whether the exclusive dealing was engaged in for the purpose, or had or was likely to have 

the effect of SLC 
• The relevant question is whether there was SLC of the market in question, the Australian wholesale market for recorded 

music 
o Quoting Smithers J: Although the words ‘substantially lessened in a market’ refer generally to a market, it is 

the degree to which competition has been lessened which is critical, not the proportion of that lessening to 
the whole of the competition which exists in the total market. A lessening in a significant section of the market, 
if a substantial lessening of otherwise active competition may, according to circumstances, be SLC in a market 

• Competition is a process and the effect upon competition is not to be equated with the effect upon competitors  
• Competition is a means to the end of protecting the interests of consumers rather than competitors in the market 
• Hill J (at trial) thought it was necessary to view the conduct in conjunction with two other circumstances 

o The impact of knowledge of the account closures upon other retailers 
o The fact that the conduct was discontinued only because of intervention by the ACCC 

• First matter (impact of knowledge of closures) 
o It is inherently likely that the word spread quickly through the industry 
o Hill J was entitled to take into account the fact of other retailers becoming aware, in HH assessment of the 

effect or likely effect of the conduct 
• Second matter 

o The effect or likely effect of U’s conduct on competition in the market is not to be assessed on the assumption 
that it would extend indefinitely 

o However, in evaluating past conduct, it is legitimate to consider how long that conduct continued, and the 
circumstances surrounding cessation 

• Must put aside hindsight knowledge that it did not SLC (because of ACCC intervention) 
o Prepared to assume that likely does not mean more likely than not, but rather that there is a real chance or 

possibility that SLC will occur (Monroe Topple) 
• It is possible that an objective observer with industry knowledge might have concluded that it would be likely to effect 

a SLC 
o However, we are uneasy about deciding the s 47 issue on that basis 
o Hill J’s view was based on the assumption that but for ACCC intervention, the conduct would continue 

indefinitely 
o It is, however, not legitimate to decide the cases upon the basis of future conduct, even if the future conduct 

is a mere continuation of an existing policy 
Purpose 

• The purpose need not be achieved, it may be a purpose that is impossible to achieve 
• Is the test for the relevant purpose subjective or objective? U claims it is objective 

o s 47 is directed at the conduct of corporations; the debate about subjective/objective isn’t grounded in reality 
in connection with corporate conduct 

o A corporation has no mind and can have no purpose 
§ Its activities will necessarily reflect the purposes of the individuals who make the decisions which 

control those activities – their minds are the mind of the corporation (Whitfords Beach) 
o The purpose to which s 47(1) refers has been said to involve subjective considerations (O’Brien), but in that 

case there was no express evidence of subjective purpose; purpose was inferred by resort to objective evidence 
• The language of s 47(1), taken together with s 4F and the weight of authority (News Ltd, Dandy Power), establish that 

what needs to be proved is the actual purpose of the respondent (not some hypothetical bystander) 
• Ascertaining the purpose for which conduct is engaged in by a party stands on a different footing 

o A finding of purpose is an inference to be drawn from all the circumstances on the balance of probabilities  
• Hill J found that U and W took advantage of its market power to prevent the entry into the wholesale market of persons 

who would sell imported recordings under U or W labels by wholesale or wholesalers from overseas with access to 
non-infringing copies who wished to export to Australia 

• There was evidence from which purpose may be inferred 
o P and W opposed the legalisation of parallel imports and were concerned about its effect on their businesses 
o They had a monopoly in the supply of their group’s labels to the Australian market 
o In argument, U/W made note of the fact that the retailers whose accounts were closed were small and unlikely 

to SLC 
§ However, this makes the court ask why bother closing the accounts unless for the purpose of making 

an example out of them? 
• If it is accepted that the purpose was to dissuade retailers from purchasing imported stock, the question arises as to 

whether that involved the purpose of SLC 
o It certainly involved a purpose of SLC with P and W in respect of their own labels, but the competition 

contemplated by the Act is competition in the relevant market, considered as a whole 
o Hill J focused on market power, however this is not a correct method of reasoning 


